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Preface
This volume collects 15 contributions which were selected by the editors from the 91
works presented at the European Conference on Combinatorics, Graph Theory and applications
(EUROCOMB’07), held in Sevilla from 11 to 15 September 2007. It was our aim to cover by these
contributions the wide scope, and in this way to reflect the conference, in the area of contemporary
combinatorics. We believe that the contributions also mirror the high scientific quality which has
been characteristic of all the successive EUROCOMBmeetings held in Barcelona (2001), Prague (2003),
Berlin (2005) and Sevilla (2007).
Let us briefly describe the contents of this volume: Aichholzer, García, Orden and Ramos give
tight lower bounds on the number of (at most) k-facets of a set of points in general position in
d-dimensional Euclidian space. The paper of Ball and Gács addresses the problem of functions in
finite fields which define few directions and gives new results in the case that the first powers of
the function are low degree polynomials. A novel application of Alon’s polynomial method is used
by Cámara, Lladó and Moragas to obtain new general results on the Graham–Haggkvist conjecture
about the decomposition of complete bipartite graphs by isomorphic copies of a given tree. Cereceda,
Heuvel and Johnson prove that deciding whether the graph of 3-colorings (two of them connected
whenever they differ precisely on one vertex) is connected is coNP-complete for general bipartite
graphs and polynomial for planar bipartite graphs. Cilleruelo and Hebbinghaus give the missing
case of k = 2 in the problem of determining the discrepancy of k-arithmetic progressions. Comas
and Serna address the complexity of determining if the diameter or radius of an input graph can
be decreased to a given value by identifying at most k-vertices. Fink presents a simple proof of a
conjecture by Kreweras that every perfect matching in the n-cube can be completed to a Hamiltonian
cycle. Fox and Sudakov provide the best known upper bounds in the Burr–Erdős conjecture on
the linearity of Ramsey numbers of d-degenerate graphs and derive results for sparse random
graphs. Fusy, Poulalhon and Schaefer give a bijective proof for the enumeration of bipolar planar
orientations by using Schnyder orientations of planar triangulations and pairs of non-crossing Dyck
paths. Garijo, Nešetřil and Revuelta consider the problem of counting homomorphisms by evaluation
of Tutte polynomials and prove that this can only be achieved when the target graph is a complete
multigraph. Kynčl gives the number of isomorphism classes of simple topological complete graphs
and improves significantly the known lower bound on the number of weak isomorphism classes
of simple complete topological graphs with maximum number of crossings. Lefmann considers a
generalization of Heilbron’s triangle problem which asks for the minimum volume of j-simplices
defined by n points in the d-dimensional unit cube; he obtains a tight lower bound and provides
a deterministic algorithm achieving the lower bound. Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez prove a
weakening of the Burr–Erdős conjecture in terms of the greatest reduced average degree of rank
one, a parameter introduced in the framework of their successful notion of bounded degree classes of
graphs. In connection with Conway’s thrackle conjecture, Pelsmajer, Schaefer and Štefankovič prove
the extension of the Hanani–Tutte theorem on removing even crossings in planar embeddings to
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Fig. 1. A few memorabilia which should bring back some good memories of EUROCOMB’07. (Pictures courtesy of José R.
Portillo).
orientable and nonorientable surfaces. Wolfowitz gives an improved upper bound of the number
of sum-free sets in {1, 2, . . . , n} and provides an upper bound for this number in general finite
groups.
It is perhaps fitting to conclude this preface by saying that the EUROCOMB’07 meeting was
attended by more than 170 participants (see Fig. 1 for some memories of the conference). The
extended abstracts of the 91 contributions to EUROCOMB’07 were published in Electronic Notes in
Discrete Mathematics Volume 29, 15 August 2007.
During themeeting it was announced that the 2007 European Prize in Combinatorics was awarded
to Gilles Schaeffer. The prize quotation was:
For deep and extensive work on geometric and combinatorial structures, particularly
enumeration problems in relation to physics and computer science.
The Prize jury consisted of Jaroslav Nešetřil, Carsten Thomassen and DominicWelsh. The Prize was
supported by the Andalusian Government and by DIMATIA (Prague). The ceremony award was held
on September 12 in the Real Alcázar, Sevilla in the presence of the Secretario General de Universidades
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Fig. 2. View of the ceremony award. On the right Gilles Schaeffer is awarded the prize in the presence of José Domínguez and
Jaroslav Nešetřil.
de la Consejería de Innovación, Ciencia y Empresa de la Junta de AndalucíaMr. José Domínguez Abascal
(see pictures in Fig. 2).
At EUROCOMB’07 it was also decided that the next EUROCOMBmeeting will be held in September
2009 in Bordeaux.
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